MICROSCOPES ACCESSORIES
Die Quip can improve the performance of a new or existing microscope with better lighting
and proper fixturing. We have ring, gooseneck and light pads to meet every lighting need.
DIE STANDS
Die Quip’s line of die stands quickly allow you to convert any microscope
in to a die inspection station. We have two standard sizes that can handle
dies from 1” to 3” outside diameter and can make custom sizes to meet
your needs. The die stands feature an anodized red finish and spring
loaded tables that hold the die in position for hands free operation. A
through hole allows bottom light to pass through for better images of the
die.
91004000 Die Stand for 1, 1 1/8, 1 1/2 & 2” Die Cases
91004001 Die Stand for 25, 42, & 52mm Die Cases
91004700 Die Stand for 1 1/2, 2, 3” Die Cases

WIRE INDEXING FIXTURE
Our wire indexing fixture can hold wires up to a 3/8” diameter for visual inspection.
The fixture holds the wire in place and lets you rotate it 360 degree for inspection and
enables others to see without constantly refocusing the microscope or repositioning
the wire sample. Die Quip’s wire indexing fixture features a keyless chuck and red
anodized body.
Order Number 91002200

Flourescent Ring Light

LIGHTING
Greater light output reduces operator fatigue and provides the ability to see work
subjects at higher magnifications with better images. Die Quip's fluorescent rings
provides 360 degree of uniform, shadow-free surface light and 400 foot candles
of brightness at a distance of 3”. For adjustable lighting with either single or dual
spot lighting our fiber optic gooseneck and light pad attachments will provide the
sharp white light needed to make precise visual inspections.
Fiber Optic Ring Light

Part No.
34900800
MI-150
MI-150RL
MI-150G
MI-150DG
12793

Description
Fluorescent Ring Light
150W Fiber Optic Illuminator
Fiber Optic Ring Light
Fiber Optic Single Gooseneck
Fiber Optic Dual Gooseneck
2 X 2" (50 X 50mm) Light Pad

Light Pad
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